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Constrained Optimization

● Applications include ML fairness, churn reduction, constraining true/false 
positive/negative rates, and more

● We want the constraints to hold in expectation, but will typically train using a 
finite training set. In other words, we’re interested in constraint generalization

● We give a “trick” for improving constraint generalization (at a cost to the 
objective function)



Intuition: Hyperparameter Optimization

Thought Experiment
● Have two i.i.d. samples, “training” and “validation”

a. For several fixed 𝜆s, train a model 𝜃*(𝜆) that minimizes the Lagrangian on the training set
b. Choose a 𝜆* such that 𝜃*(𝜆*) satisfies the constraints on the validation set

● If it works, validation constraint generalization will depend on the complexity of 
the space of Lagrange multipliers 𝜆, not of the model parameters 𝜃



Two-Player-Game

Our “trick” for improving constraint generalization:
● Think of constrained optimization as a two-player game
● Assign different independent samples to the two players

The resulting game is non-zero-sum:
● The two players have different datasets, so they optimize different functions
● In recent work [ALT’19], we considered a Lagrangian-like non-zero-sum game

○ Here, we extend this work to prove better constraint generalization bounds



Results - Upper Bounds

We provide several algorithms for playing this two-player game:
● Under certain assumptions, the in-expectation bounds satisfy the above

○ Instead of depending on the model complexity, the two-dataset infeasibility bound depends on 
the number of constraints

● We also perform experiments
○ In practice, using two independent datasets generally improves constraint generalization

Suboptimality Bound Infeasibility Bound

One dataset: Depends on model complexity (e.g. Rademacher)

Two datasets: Depends on model complexity Independent of model complexity
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